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Abstract In this study, the relationship between statisti-

cal properties (including zonal span, duration, and propa-

gation speed) of warm-season cloud episodes in Hovmöller

space and synoptic conditions over the East Asian conti-

nent is investigated for the period of May–July 1997–2002.

Synoptic conditions are classified into four regimes: those

with baroclinity only at lower level (L), only at upper level

(U), at both lower and upper levels (B), or at neither level

(N), and cloud streaks (i.e., episodes as identified through

an automated procedure) in each regime are stratified based

on their zonal span (length in the East–West direction). It is

found that there exists a tendency for episodes in regime B

to be larger than episodes in regime N. For larger and less

frequent episodes with a zonal span more than about

1,400 km, low-level conditions appear to have slightly

higher importance than upper-level conditions, as streaks in

regime L tend to be larger than those in regime U. Overall,

the results point to the possibility that both upper-level

steering and low-level features are important for major

episodes that propagate at the leeside of the Tibetan

Plateau for long distances across the East Asian continent.

A better understanding of the episode behavior in the area

is important for future application to improve the quanti-

tative precipitation forecasts in warm season.

1 Introduction

Based on high-resolution (2 km in space and 15 min in

time) radar data, Carbone et al. (2002) found that warm-

season precipitation episodes, defined as clusters of rain-

producing systems in Hovmöller (longitude-time) space, in

the continental United States (US) exhibit characteristics of

propagation at the speed range of 10–25 m s-1. The lon-

gevity of some episodes in space (at the zonal direction,

specifically) and time, up to 3,000 km and 60 h, suggests

the existence of an intrinsic predictability and thus the

potential for improvements in quantitative precipitation

forecast (QPF) at lead times over the range of 6–48 h

(Fritsch and Carbone 2004). For East Asia, Wang et al.

(2004) used the Geostationary Meteorological Satellite

(GMS) infrared (IR) blackbody brightness temperature

(TBB) data and found similar properties in cloud episodes to

the lee of the Tibetan Plateau (TP), particularly in early

summer (May–June), with event scales up to 2,500 km and

40 h. Several recent studies of rainfall episodes in other

parts of the world also showed coherent behavior of

propagation, eastward in mid-latitudes/subtropics and

westward in the tropics, including Laing et al. (2008) for

Africa, Keenan and Carbone (2008) for Australia and the

maritime continent, Levizzani et al. (2010) for Europe and

the Mediterranean, Pereira et al. (2010) for South America,

and Liu et al. (2008) for the Bay of Bengal.

An important property of these precipitation/cloud epi-

sodes lies in their close ties to the diurnal cycle of major

elevated terrain (Carbone et al. 2002, 2005; Wang et al.
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2004, 2005). As illustrated in Fig. 1, East Asian episodes

tend to develop over the eastern TP near local dusk (1100

UTC or 1800 LST at 105�E) then propagate eastward

overnight, sometimes into the next day (cf. Fig. 2). The

high terrain and its eastern slope act as the heat source to

trigger deep convection (e.g., Holton 1968; Wallace 1975;

Ahijevych et al. 2004; Huang et al. 2010), often on a daily

basis, and subsequent downstream propagation tends to

occur when strong upper-level steering winds are present in

a sheared environment, sometimes for long distances (e.g.,

Rotunno et al. 1988). In the US, the nocturnal propagation

of organized convection across the Great Plains is well

known (e.g., Augustine and Howard 1991; Laing and

Fritsch 1997; Davis et al. 2003), and such events may

account for a sizeable fraction of all episodes (Carbone

et al. 2005; Carbone and Tuttle 2008). In East Asia, noc-

turnal convection to the lee of the plateau near the Sichuan

Basin (SB, cf. Fig. 2) has been previously noted (e.g., Asai

et al. 1998), and the eastward shift in peaking time of

summer rainfall along the Yangtze River Valley (YRV),

from midnight at the upper reaches (i.e., over the SB area)

to morning at the middle reaches than further to afternoon

at the lower reaches, is recently confirmed using rain-gauge

data (Yu et al. 2007; Chen et al. 2010). Several nocturnal

events that produced severe floods downstream from the

plateau have also been studied (e.g., Wang and Orlanski

1987; Wang et al. 1993). The rainfall events that tie to the

diurnal cycle of the terrain, due to their coherency and

regularity, represent an area where the improvement in

warm-season QPF appears quite promising at the present

time.

Although warm-season precipitation episodes occur

under a variety of synoptic conditions, many of which lack

significant dynamical forcing and can be described as

‘‘weakly-forced’’ (as opposed to cold-season conditions),

they are nevertheless affected and modulated by their

environment as demonstrated by many earlier studies (e.g.,

Wang and Orlanski 1987; Tuttle and Carbone 2004). The

role played by the environment can be essential, and this is

perhaps especially true in East Asia (as compared to the

US) where monsoon circulations are prominent (e.g., Ding

1992). Over China, particularly, the summer monsoon

typically exhibits two distinct rainy periods in its life cycle

(e.g., Lau et al. 1988; Chen et al. 2004). The first occurs

Fig. 1 a Hovmöller diagram of mean diurnal cycle of N–S averaged

cold cloud frequency (TBB B -32�C, %) in East Asia (20–40�N,

95–145�E) during May–August, 1998–2001 and b maximum surface

elevation (m) in the N–S direction within the domain. The cycle is

repeated twice for clarity, and dash arrows indicate eastward

propagation of signals in a. (adapted from Wang et al. 2004)

Fig. 2 The domain used for

Hovmöller calculation (thick
solid line) and synoptic weather

regime identification and

classification (thick dotted line)
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roughly from late-May to mid-July from the southern to

central China, and is associated with frequent development

of Mei-yu fronts (also Tao and Chen 1987). Following the

northward migration of the subtropical high and a monsoon

break, the second rainy period generally covers late-July

through August and takes place over both southern and

northeastern China (and northeastern Asia). The rainfall in

southern China is related to the intertropical convergence

zone (ITCZ) and tropical cyclones (e.g, Lau and Li 1984;

Chen et al. 2004), while that to the north is mainly attrib-

uted to midlatitude frontal activities (e.g., Lau et al. 1988;

Chen et al. 2004). To the lee of the TP (over southern-

central China), Mei-yu fronts therefore often provide some

forcing of varying degree throughout May to July, i.e.,

during the first summer monsoon rainy period (e.g., Chen

1993; Chen et al. 2003). Thus, it is expected that some

synoptic conditions in the environment favor more orga-

nized, longer-lived episodes to occur, while others tend to

suppress the larger events. Such investigation on synoptic

conditions is not only helpful for understanding the

behavior of episodes, but also essential for a more suc-

cessful application of their statistical properties in QPF as

an aid to model prediction (e.g., Fritsch and Carbone

2004). As a first effort, the present study therefore exam-

ines this relationship through a comparison of statistical

properties of episodes (or streaks) under different synoptic

weather regimes, using a cloud-streak data base extended

from Wang et al. (2004).

The remaining part of this paper is arranged in the fol-

lowing manner. The data and methodology are described in

Sect. 2, and the results of weather regime classification are

discussed in Sect. 3. The statistical relationship between

episodes and synoptic weather regimes are presented in

Sect. 4, while Sect. 5 is devoted to the discussion and

conclusion.

2 Data and methodology

The set of cloud streaks (referred to here as the episodes

identified through the automated procedure to be descri-

bed) used in the present study is the same as that in Wang

et al. (2004), except that the data period is extended to

1997–2002 (from 1998–2001). As reviewed in Sect. 1,

since the rainfall over southern-central China is mainly

caused by tropical systems and the propagation of rainfall

episodes to the lee of the TP nearly ceases in mid-summer

when the westerly flow shifts north (Wang et al. 2004,

2005), all events in August are excluded from our analysis.

The methodology to identify the streaks and obtain their

statistics is detailed by Wang et al. (2004) and described

briefly below. The computational domain of 20–40�N and

95–145�E (Fig. 2) was first divided into narrow N–S strips

of 0.1� wide in longitude, and TBB values (at 5-km and 1-h

resolutions) were averaged within each strip. Using time as

the second dimension, data were thus aggregated into

longitude-time (Hovmöller) space. To remedy the problem

caused by rising background temperature from May to July

and also to emphasize deeper, colder clouds, TBB [ 0�C

were replaced by 0�C before averaging. Then, cloud

streaks were identified through a two-dimensional (2D)

rectangular autocorrelation function (4� longitude 9 8 h in

size). The function is weighted evenly in one direction and

by a negative cosine curve in the other, and by rotating it

on each point in the Hovmöller space until the coefficient is

maximized, data orientation can be identified (Wang et al.

2004). A ‘‘fit’’ was recorded if the coefficient reached 0.4 at

a given point, while streaks were recognized by fits at

contiguous points. Using this procedure, endpoints of cloud

streaks were identified and their statistics (zonal span,

duration, and mean propagation speed) were obtained.

For the classification of synoptic regimes, the Japan

Meteorological Agency (JMA) daily weather maps at 0000

UTC at the mean sea level (MSL), 850, 500, and 300 hPa

were used. Since our main interests were over the continent

where episode propagation is more frequent and pro-

nounced (Wang et al. 2005), weather systems linked to

baroclinity inside 24–36�N, 100–125�E (cf. Fig. 2) were

identified through visual inspection and used to classify the

data period into four mutually exclusive regimes with cri-

teria listed in Table 1: (1) the low-level regime (L regime)

where a front or a low pressure system with central pressure

\1,000 hPa existed at the surface (i.e., MSL), or strong

horizontal wind shear or a southwesterly low-level jet

(LLJ, C12.5 m s-1) appeared at 850 hPa; (2) the upper-

level regime (U regime) where a closed low or a trough

with clear v-components, or strong southwesterly flow of

C15 m s-1 ahead of a trough existed at 500 hPa, or a

trough appeared at both 500 and 300 hPa; (3) the both

Table 1 Criteria used for synoptic weather regime classification in

the present study

Weather regimes Criteria of classification

L: Low-level Front or low\1,000 hPa at surface (MSL), or

Horizontal wind shear C12.5 m s-1 across

shear zone at 850 hPa, or

Southwesterly LLJ C12.5 m s-1 at 850 hPa

U: Upper-level Closed low or trough with v-wind C7.5 m s-1

at 500 hPa, or

Southwesterly flow C15 m s-1 ahead of

trough at 500 hPa, or

Trough at both 500 and 300 hPa

B: Both lower- and

upper-levels

Both criteria of L- and U-regimes are met

N: Neither level Neither criteria of L- nor U-regime is met
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regime (B regime) where the criteria for both lower- and

upper-level systems were met; and (4) the no regime (N

regime) where neither lower- nor upper-level system

existed (Table 1). Note that in the B regime, favorable

conditions existed at both lower and upper levels, but they

are not necessarily dynamically coupled since the identi-

fication is independent. Likewise, although manual checks

for selected periods reveal that the weather systems iden-

tified to the lee of the TP were often associated with

widespread convection, there is no guarantee that a close

link always exists between them that occur nearby. In fact,

during this procedure, such identification of synoptic

weather regimes should be kept strictly independent from

that of cloud streaks, so that no bias is introduced.

After the daily weather regimes were classified, all

eastward-moving cloud streaks identified were then cate-

gorized according to the regime at the date of their mid-

point in the Hovmöller space. All streaks that originated

east of 125�E or centered east of 130�E were excluded, as

they were outside the area of interest. Cases that moved

westward were similarly omitted so that tropical influences

during May–July were also eliminated.

3 Weather regime classification

Using the described method, the synoptic regimes in the

order of N, L, U, and B occurred roughly 26, 36, 11, and

26% of the times during our data period, while the

remaining 1% was not classified since TBB data were

missing (Fig. 3a). Days in regime B were almost twice

more frequent in May–June than in July (114/366 = 31.1%

vs. 29/186 = 15.6%). On the contrary, there were fewer

days in regime L in May (51/186 = 27.4%) than in June–

July (150/366 = 41.0%), when slow-moving Mei-yu fronts

often appeared near 30�N (e.g., Tao and Chen 1987; Ding

1992). Consequently, days with no system (regime N) were

the fewest in June (12.8%) but more in May and July (25.3

and 39.2%). Regime U was the least frequent (10.5%) of all

regimes with the majority occurring in May (33 days,

Fig. 3a). The above results of the intra-seasonal variation

in the frequencies of regimes B, L, U, and N are in general

agreement with the gradual northward migration of the

subtropical high and the baroclinic zone (e.g., Lau et al.

1988; Chen et al. 2004).

Among a total of 2,505 all eastward-moving cloud

streaks, without considering their span and duration, the

largest fraction occurred in regime L (38.7%) followed by

regime N (25.9%), B (25.7%), and U (9.7%, Fig. 3b),

roughly in proportion to the number of days in each

regime, except for July where streaks in regime N were

relatively few. When only the 1,794 streaks at least 3 h in

duration were considered (Fig. 3c), the percentages rose

slightly in regimes L, U, and B (by about 1%) but dropped

in regime N (by 3%). The difference in Fig. 3b, c indicated

only a slightly higher percentage of short-lived streaks (i.e.,

those \3 h) in regime N compared to other regimes, and

the relationship between synoptic regimes and the number

of cloud streaks is apparently weak when the streaks are

not stratified according to their size.

4 Statistical relationship between episodes and synoptic

regimes

The relationship between cloud streaks and synoptic

regimes is further examined in Table 2, where the 1974

eastward-moving streaks C3 h are stratified by means of

recurrence frequency. The recurrence frequency is defined

as the averaged time interval for events of a certain mag-

nitude (or size) to reoccur. For example, regime N had

143 days and 410 cases (Table 2), and thus at the fre-

quency of one per day, the table gives the size of the 143rd

(a) 
201

(36.4%)143 
(25.9%) 

58
(10.5%)

143
(25.9%)

7
(1.3%) 

n = 552 days 

(c) 

711
(39.6%)

410 
(22.9%)

188
(10.5%)

485
(27.0%)

n = 1794 streaks 

(b) 

648 
(25.9%)

969
(38.7%)

243
(9.7%) 

645
(25.7%)

n = 2505 streaks 

  No system Low-level Upper-level Both

  No system Low-level Upper-level Both

  No system Low-level Upper-level Both N/A

Fig. 3 Distribution of a number of days (n = 552), b number of all

cloud streaks (n = 2,505), and c number of all cloud streaks C3 h

(n = 1,794) by month (May–July) in each synoptic regime. Days with

missing TBB data were grouped as N/A in a
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largest case (404 km and 8 h) out of all 410 ones. In

regime B, values of zonal span and duration at various

recurrence frequencies were all largest among all regimes,

except for span at 1 per 2 days (Table 2). On the contrary,

streaks in regime N had the smallest thresholds at all fre-

quencies, since no favorable system existed to help orga-

nize the convection into episodes of longer duration. Thus,

Table 2 suggests that synoptic forcing at both low level and

aloft (over deep layers for most cases) was helpful for the

propagation of cloud streaks. Regime L contained the most

days and streaks (201 and 711) and the cut-off values at 1

per day and 1 per 2 days were quite comparable to those in

regime B (Table 2). For large episodes fewer than once a

week, thresholds in regime L were also the second largest

among all categories. Regime U, though the least frequent

(58 days and 188 cases), was also quite favorable for

events about several hundred to 1,400 km in span. For

episodes at low recurrence frequency (i.e., those with larger

span and longer duration), however, the values in Regime

U became increasingly smaller than those in regime B

(Table 2). This suggests that upper-level troughs with their

forcing alone were helpful for streaks to grow into mod-

erate size, but low-level conditions tended to play an

increasingly more important role if very large episodes

were to develop.

The scatter plots of zonal span versus duration for

eastward-moving streaks C3 h (Fig. 4) also indicated that

there were greater numbers of large events in regimes B

Table 2 Zonal span (km, top) and duration (h, bottom) of all east-

ward-moving cloud streaks at least 3 h in duration, stratified by

recurrence frequency, under different synoptic regime (N, L, U, and

B) during May–July, 1997–2002

Recurrence

frequency

Zonal span and duration

N (410) L (711) U (188) B (485) All (1794)

1 per day 404 525 525 539 501

8.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.5

1 per 2 days 665 925 1,011 997 876

12.0 16.0 16.0 16.0 15.5

2 per day 1,045 1,329 1,368 1,449 1,262

17.0 21.0 20.0 22.5 20.0

1 per week 1,392 1,767 1,647 1,974 1,714

22.0 27.5 28.0 31.5 27.5

2 per month 1,767 2,436 2,172 2,663 2,398

28.0 34.0 37.0 39.0 36.0

1 per month 2,383 2,855 2,528 3,390 2,831

32.5 41.0 39.5 47.5 41.0

The total numbers of streaks are given in parentheses

Fig. 4 Scatter splots of zonal span versus duration of all streaks C3 h in each of the four synoptic weather regimes: a N regime, b L regime, c U

regime, and d B regime. The mean and median speeds of all streaks in each category are indicated, and dotted lines correspond to 7 and 30 m s-1
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and then L (say, for episodes with span [1,500 km or

duration [30 h), and these streaks tended to travel at a

speed of about 17–20 m s-1, slightly faster than both the

mean (13–14 m s-1) and median speed (about 12.5 m s-1)

of all events sampled in each regime (Fig. 4b, d). Regimes

N and U (Fig. 4a, c), on the other hand, contained rela-

tively fewer large streaks. However, a small fraction of the

cloud streaks in the latter two categories could still reach

about 2,500 km and 36 h, i.e., develop under weakly

forced conditions, similar to the result of Carbone et al.

(2002).

5 Discussion and conclusion

Results in Sects. 3 and 4 investigate only the statistical

properties of cloud episodes in relation to synoptic-scale

weather regimes over the East Asian continent. To further

make physical links, the European Centre for Medium-

range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) gridded analyses at

1.125� latitude/longitude resolution at 0000 UTC during

the data period were used to produce composites for each

regime. The 500-hPa pattern for regime B (Fig. 5a) shows

a confluent trough approaching our domain of interest

(24–36�N, 100–125�E), and close to the averaged mid-

point position of all eastward-moving cloud streaks C 3 h.

The trough has an east-northeast-west-southwest orienta-

tion with west-northwesterly flow behind, and the wind

speeds ahead of it, over eastern China, are about

5–14 m s-1. A similar trough did not exist, and both the

height gradient and wind speed were much weaker in the

composite for regime N (Fig. 5b). Thus, the (mean)

cyclonic vorticity advection and the associated divergence

at upper levels in regime B (e.g, Bluestein 1993, Sec. 5.7;

Doswell and Bosart 2001) produce synoptic-scale upward

motion beneficial for convection development and main-

tenance. The baroclinity and vertical westerly wind shear,

likewise, are both significantly stronger in regime B than

regime N, and such sheared environment is more prone to

the maintenance and propagation of rain-producing

Fig. 5 Composite a 500-hPa geopotential height (gpm, contours) and

winds (m s-1, half barbs for 2.5 m s-1 and full barbs for 5 m s-1,

speed shaded) and c 850-hPa geopotential height, winds, and

convergence (10-5 s-1, shaded) in regime B. b, d Same as a, c but

in regime N. Thick dashed lines indicate the trough or wind shear line,

and dotted lines mark the mean zonal position at the mid-point of all

cloud streaks C3 h (in the Hovmöller domain, at 20–408N) in

association with the particular weather regime
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systems (e.g., Rotunno et al. 1988, Doswell 2001). At

850 hPa, a closed low and a clear wind shear line also

appear near the Yangtze River Valley along 30�N in the

composite (thick dashed) for regime B, with strong

southwesterly winds C15 m s-1 and convergence exceed-

ing 0.3 9 10-4 s-1 (Fig. 5c). These weather features are

reminiscent of those associated with Mei-yu fronts during

the first active period of the summer monsoon in the region

(e.g., Lau et al. 1988; Chen et al. 2004), and can provide a

means to trigger and organize convection (e.g. Chen et al.

2003, 2008) and to further transport and supply moisture

from the South China Sea (e.g., Chen and Chen 1995). In

the composite at 850 hPa for regime N, a similar shear line

does not exist and the flow is mainly from the south and

much weaker (Fig. 5d). In the study by Trier et al. (2006),

the authors also found that both the low-level frontal zone

and LLJ were important for the maintenance of several

long-lived nocturnal propagating episodes over the central

US. For regime U, the composites at 500 and 850 hPa were

similar to Fig. 5a, d, while they were similar to Fig. 5b, c

for regime L. Thus, these composites are not shown here.

In the present work, the warm-season cloud episodes

over the East Asia, identified by Wang et al. (2004) using

GMS IR TBB data and extended for the period of May–July

1997–2002, were studied. Through the use of JMA weather

maps and the criteria listed in Table 1, daily synoptic

conditions for the domain of 24–36�N, 100–125�E during

the data period were classified into four mutually exclusive

types based on the presence of baroclinity at different lev-

els: Regime L where weather systems favorable for con-

vection existed only at low levels; regime U where systems

were present only at upper levels; regime B where criteria

for both regimes L and U were met; and regime N where no

system was present at either lower or upper troposphere.

The dependency of episodes (streaks) on weather regimes

was examined from a statistical standpoint, and discussed

through the use of composited ECMWF analyses.

When cloud streaks were stratified based on their size, a

tendency existed for episodes to be larger under regime B

and smaller under regime N, as expected. Thus, conditions

were most favorable when significant synoptic systems

existed at both upper and lower levels through the tropo-

sphere in regime B, which occurred about 26% of the time

and more in May and June. In contrast, conditions were

least favorable with no significant system in regime N (also

about 26% and less frequent in June). When regimes L and

U were compared, favorable conditions at low levels

appeared to be slightly more important relative to those at

upper levels for larger events exceeding about 1,400 km.

Overall, the results point to the possibility that both upper-

level forcing and steering, as well as low-level features are

important for major episodes that propagate for long dis-

tances across the East Asian continent.

Through a straightforward comparison of statistical

properties of episodes (or streaks) associated with different

synoptic weather regimes, the present study is able to show

that the environment does affect cloud/precipitation epi-

sodes in an averaged sense. While a better understanding of

the behavior of the episodes is important for future appli-

cation to improve warm-season QPFs, a different approach

must be taken in order to explore further the impact of

environmental conditions (collectively or in individual

events) since the statistics cannot provide information on

physical processes underlying the behavior of episodes.

Such an effort is already underway where we examine the

commonly observed synoptic flow patterns in association

with episodes that propagated for long distances, as well as

those accompanying short-lived events, and the results will

be reported later in a separate paper.
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